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THE 25 TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE "QUARTERLY JO U RN AL 
OF THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND TECHN OLO GY” (1956— 1980)

In May of 1956 the first number of a new journal came from the 
press: “Quarterly Journal of the History of Science and Technology” (“Kwar
talnik Historii Nauki i Techniki”). Initially it was the organ of the Committee 
for the History of Science at the Polish Academy of Sciences, and from 1963 
of the Institute of the History of Science and Technology, transformed 
subsequently, in 1977, into The Institute of the History of Science, Education 
and Technology at the Polish Academy of Sciences.

The appearance of a new journal on the history of science and technology 
proved soon a significant event in the development of this branch in Poland. 
True, the first Polish journal devoted entirely to the history of science was 
the “Archives of the History and Philosophy of Medicine and of the History 
of Natural Sciences” (“Archiwum Historii i Filozofii Medycyny oraz Historii 
Nauk Przyrodniczych”),1 issued in the years 1924— 1948 (with a break during 
the war), then, in 1953, the “Studies and Materials on the History of Polish 
Science” (Studia i Materiały z Dziejów Nauki Polskiej)2 began to be issued, 
still the newly established quarterly was superior to those two journals not 
only in its volume and frequency of appearance but also and above all 
in the range of problems discussed in it.

From the very beginning the “Quarterly Journal of the History of Science 
and Technology” , being related in its origin to the “Studies and Materials 
on the History of Polish Science”, did assume, in accordance with the long- 
-standing tradition in Poland, a very wide-ranging approach to the history 
of science as a scientific discipline. It made available its columns not only 
to papers on the history of mathematical, natural and technical sciences, 
but also, with the same liberality, to those dealing with various problems 
in the humanities and social sciences. Apart from being concerned with the 
history of science in Poland it was also giving much attention to the 
general history of science and its methodology; many articles were devoted

1 The tradition of this journal has been continued since 1957 by the "Archives of the 
History of Medicine” (“Archiwum Historii Medycyny”).

- From 1957 this yearly has become a non-periodical continuous publication appearing 
in five series: A. History of Social Sciences; B. History of Biological and Medical Sciences;
C. History of Mathematical Sciences, Physical-Chemical and Geological-Geographical ones;
D. History of technology and Technological Sciences; E. General Problems.
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in it, during the 25 years of its existence, to the achievements of science 
abroad and the connections between science in this country and that in 
other countries.

The formal arrangement of the “Quarterly” includes — as it does in other 
journals — several sections. M ost of the journal is filled with articles and 
communiques, to which polemics and reflactions are added, similar in a way 
to articles (making up 70% of the volume). The remainder of the journal 
consists of reminiscences on historians of science and technology, of reviews 
of Polish and foreign publications, and of a chronicle in which major 
events in the scientific life of the Institute for the History of Science, 
Education and Technology at the Polish Academy of Sciences are reported, 
as are also congresses, conferences, symposia, exhibitions and other occasions, 
in this country and abroad. Apart from that each number of the “Quar
terly” is supplied with a booklet, the “Current Bibliography of the History 
of Science and Technology”.

The size of the “Quarterly” had amounted during the initial eleven years 
to around 60 printed sheets yearly, from 1967 this size has been augmented 
by 20 printed sheets. All in all during the 25 years in question there have 
been printed nearly 1800 sheets, that is over 20 thousand pages of text. 
The circulation of the journal has been subject to only small fluctuations. 
The Number 1/1956 was issued in 722 copies; the greatest number of 
copies having been reached by Number 4/1980, namely 1000 of them. The 
average circulation has been, sine 1963, 850 copies. The “Quarterly” has 
been issued since its foundation by the Polish Scientific Publishers (Państwo
we Wydawnictwo Naukowe) in Warsaw.

During its existence the “Quarterly” has initiated many undertakings, of 
which only some can be mentioned here. At its initial stage the journal 
came out to win not only the Polish reader, but also the foreign one not 
knowing our language (a considerable part of each issue is intended for 
foreign readers). All the major articles and communiques are therefore given 
with summaries in foreign languages, usually in Russian and in one of the 
Western languages: English, French or German. Moreover, during the years 
1958, 1960 and 1962 three special numbers in foreign languages were issued 
as well (outside the regular numerations) which included tens of articles, 
discussing mainly general, problems of the history of science and technology 
and contributed by Polish and foreign writers. To the No. 3—4/1964 of 
the “Quarterly” was also added the first number of the “Organon”, issued 
in foreign languages, and transformed on the strength of a resolution taken 
by the Scientific Secretariat of the Polish Academy of Sciences in January 
of 1965 into a separate yearly, edited by an international editorial board 
and publishing in the congress languages major papers by science historians 
from many countries. All the successive editorial committees have been trying 
to popularize outside Poland the “Quarterly’s” contents, an evidence of 
which are among other things extensive monographic studies in foreign 
languages devoted to the life and work of the distinguished Polish neuro
physiologist, Jerzy Konorski (No. 1/1979 — articles in English), or to Voltaire, 
and Rousseau and Polish-French cultural links (No. 3/1979 — articles in 
French).
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The successive editorial committees have also been \ aying special attention 
to the popularization of Polish and foreign publications by including in the 
journal reviews and brief bibliographical notes, as well as bibliographical 
indexes. From 1971, each number has been supplied with an insertion “The 
Current Bibliography of the History of Science and Technology” which gives 
an almost complete list of Polish literature in this field. Up to  1980, 
38 booklets of this bibliography have appeared, covering the years 1971— 
1980 and containing over 13 thousand bibliographical items.

In 1976, also the printing of autobiographies of eminent Polish scientists 
was initiated. During the last four years have been published the biographies 
of Władysław Tatarkiewicz (historian of philosophy), Jerzy Konorski (neuro
physiology), Tadeusz Czeżowski (logic), Tadeusz Bilikiewicz (psychiatrist, 
historian and philosopher of medicine), Tadeusz Kielanowski (phtysiatrist 
and philosopher of medicine), Ksawery Rowiński (radiologist), Kazimierz Ku- 
ratowski (mathematician), Stanisław Lorentz (art historian), Antoni Żabko- 
-Potopowicz (economist and forestry historian), Stefan Kieniewicz (historian). 
The autobiographies have aroused keen interest with men of science anxious 
to learn about the attitude of the writers to their lives and works, and 
they also wone readership beyond the circle of scientific workers.

Among the “Quarterly’s” initiatives we must also mention a cycle, initiated 
a few years ago in which foreign and Polish writers present European museums 
devoted to the history of science and technology.

T ab le  I

A V E R A G E  C IR C U L A T IO N  A N D  V O L U M E  O F  25 Y E A R L IE S  O F  T H E  “Q A R T E R L Y  JO U R N A L  O F  T H E  H IST O R Y
O F  S C IE N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y ”

Yearly Average
circulation

Vol. in print 
sheets Yearly Average

circulation
Vol. in print 

sheets

1: 1956 785 63,00 14: 1969 850 80,00
2: 1957 725 58,05 15: 1970 840 81,25
3: 1958 732 61,38 16: 1971 840 '  81,25
4: 1959 757 54,00 17: 1972 848 82,25
5: 1960 673 61,75 18: 1973 888 85,00
6: 1961 768 59,50 19: 1974 878 80,75
7: 1962 783 62,25 20: 1975 887 71,25
8: 1963 858 53,75 21: 1976 848 79,75
9: 1964 840 66,75 22: 1977 875 86,10

10: 1965 827 67,00 23: 1978 860 77,50
11: 1966 820 51,50 24: 1979 875 85.25
12: 1967 
13: 1968

848
838

83,50
82,75

25: 1980 902

And as for those who have been contributing their articles to  the “Quar
terly Journal of the History of Science and Technology” there have been 
among them distinguished historians of science and technology from Poland 
and from abroad as well as lovers of this discipline cultivating it simulta
neously with their main sphere of study, and also young students of the 
history of science and technology, just beginning their scientific work. During
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those 25 years 807 writers have published their articles of various sizes in 
the “Quarterly” , of which 145 came from abroad, representing 15 states 
(from the Soviet Union 80 writers, from Czechoslovakia^— 13, F rance— 11, 
the G D R  — 9, G. Britain — 7, the United States — 7, Italy — 6, Hungary — 
3, Denmark — 2, A ustria— 1, Chi na— 17 Yugoslavia— 1, Mongol ia— 1, 
Rumania — 1.

Soviet writers are the m ost numerous foreign contributors to the “Quar
terly” . M any of those articles have come through the Moscow editorial 
board of the “Voprosy Istorii Yestestvoznania i Techniki” , with which the 
“Quarterly” has been for years maintaining very close scientific contacts. 
As a result of these relations exchanged numbers have been published on 
both sides: a complete number of the “Quarterly” made up of articles by 
Soviet writers (No. 2/1971) and a number of the Voprosy” whose columns 
have been filled with the papers by Polish writers (No. 2/1972). Recently 
the “Quarterly’s” editorial board have established closer relations with the 
Czechoslovak historians of science and technology.

One can hardly attempt in a brief note like this an analysis of the 
content of the “Quarterly’s” 100 numbers, issued so far. However one can 
get some idea in this respect from two separate bibliographical booklets 
dealing with the content of the journal, issued in 1966 and 1975, which 
aive in a systematical arrangement 3386 bibliographical descriptions3. Apart 
from that, 681 works have been published in the last five years, so all in 
all over 4 thousand various works have so far appeared in the "Quarterly” . 
This number includes, beside reviews, reports and chronical materials, major 
articles, communiqués, polemics and reminiscences. As it appears from the 
enclosed Table II, most articles published in the “Quarterly” have been

T ab le II
AN A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  25 Y E A R L IE S  O F  T H E  "Q U A R T E R L Y  JO U R N A L  OK T H E  H ISTO R Y  O F  S C IE N C E  

A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y ” A C C O R D IN G  T O  T H E  C H A R A C T E R  O F  T H E IR  IT EM S A N D  SEC T IO N S *

Thematical section

Articles
Communiques
Reminiscences

Reflections

Reviews 
and notes

Other
items Totals

General Problems 245 372+ 140 514 1271
History of social sciences 98 125+111 111 445
History of biological sciences 43 35+ 29 38 145
History of medical sciences 59 72+ 42 100 273
History o f agricultural and forestry sciences 19 22+  5 33 79
History of mathematical, physical and che

mical sciences 159 132+ 79 114 484
History of Earth sciences 54 84+ 91 146 375
History of technology and technical sciences 186 228 +  228 325 967

Totals 863 1070 +  725 1381 4039
* In th at tab le have n o t been taken  in to  consideration such divisions as "Periodical review" and "Letters from

readers.’'  Tw o and m ore critiques in the pub lication  a re  consideret as one.

' Of Quarterly Journal o f the History of Science and Technology. Bibliography of 
volumes I X. 1956— 1965. Warsaw 1966, 104 P-; Quarterly Journal o f the History o f Science 
and Technology. Bibliography of volumes XI—XX. 1966— 1975. Warsaw 1975, 112 p. Both 
bibliographies have been arranged by Jerzy Roziewicz.
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concerned with general problems (evolution of the history of science and 
technology, philosophy, sociology and psychology of science, general history 
of the organization of science, international scientific contacts, etc). Then 
come those relating to the history of technological sciences and technology, 
history of mathematical-physical-chemical sciences, and finally history of social 
sciences. The smallest number of articles has been on the history of agri
cultural and forestry sciences.

The enclosed tables and totals testify to the immense work that has 
been put into the publication of 100 numbers of the “Quarterly” . The main 
task of editing and directing the journal has fallen to its chief editors 
(Bogdan Suchodolski, Eugeniusz Olszewski, Kazimierz Opałek, Irena Stasie- 
wicz-Jasiukowa), their deputies (Eugeniusz Olszewski, Waldemar Voise, Wal
demar Rolbiecki, Eugeniusz Tomaszewski) and scientific secretaries (Walde
mar Voise, Barbara Olszewska, Jerzy Róziewicz, W anda Grębecka). The 
remaining members of the editorial committee, representing a vide range 
of various scientific disciplines and historical studies, have been playing 
in the formation of the journal an auxiliary and mostly consultative role. 
Some of them have left as for ever but their contribution to the develop
ment of the “Quarterly” and the memories of their coleagues do remain 
with us.

M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  E D IT O R IA L  C O M M IT T E E S  O F  T H E  "Q U A R T E R L Y  JO U R N A L  O F  T H E  H IST O R Y  O F  S C IE N C E  
A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  ' D U R IN G  T H E  Y E A R S  1956— 1980

J ó z e f  B ab icz  (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970 to No. 1/1972)
A ndrzej B iern ack i (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970 to No. 2/1978)
A lek sa n d er  B irk en m ajer (m.ed.com. from No. 3/1956 to No. 4/1967)
S ta n is ła w  B rzo zo w sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 2/1972 to No. 2/1978)
M aria  B u r d o w ic z -N o w ic k a  (technical secretary from 3—4/1960 to No. 2/1964)
Jerzy D o b rzy ck i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975, until now)
W anda G ręb eck a  (scientific secretary from No. 3—4/1975 until now)
H en ryk a  H o łd a -R ó z ie w ic z  (dep. scientific secretary from No. 4/1966 to No. 4/1967;

technical secretary from No. 1/1968 to No. 4/1969)
J ó z e f  H urw ic (m.ed.com. from No. 3/1956 to No. 2/1969)
K r z y s z to f  Jak u b ow sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975 until now)
Jerzy Jasiuk  (m.ed. com. from No. 2/1972 to No. 2/1975)
Joan n a  Jarzęcka  ( technical secretary from No. 1/1956 to No. 2/1960)
Z d zish iw  K o w a lew sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970 to No. 1/1972)
T ad eu sz  K o w a lik  (m.ed.com. from No. 4/1966 to .N o . 4/1969)
B arbara K u źn ick a  (m.ed.com. from No. 3/1970 until now)
L eszek  K u źn ick i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975 until now)
C zesla w  M ajorek  (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1978 until now)
J ó z e f  M iąso  (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975 until now)
Jerzy M ich a lsk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/.1975 until now)
R om an M ierzeck i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1978 until now)
T ad eu sz  N ow ak  (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975 until now)
B arbara O lszew sk a  ( technical secretary from No. 2/1964; scientific secretary from No. 3—  

4/1964 to No. 2/1970)
E u g en iu sz  O lszew sk i (dep. chief editor from No. 1/1956 to No. 2/1964; m.ed.com. from

No. 4/1966 to No. 4/1969; acting chief editor from No. 1/1970 to No. 2/1970)
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K a zim ierz  O pałek  (chief editor from No. 3/1970 to No. 3— 4/1975; m.ed.com. from 
No. 3 -4 /1975  to No. 2/1978)

Jerzy P ia sk o w sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1978 to No. 4/1979)
W aldem ar R o lb ie c k i (dep. chief editor from No. 1/1970 to No. 2/1975; m.ed.com. from 

No. 3—4/1975 to No. 2/1978)
K saw ery  R o w iń sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 1—2/1966 until now)
Jerzy R ó z ie w ic z  (scientific secretary from No. 3/1970 to No. 2/1975; m.ed.com. from 

No. 3—4/1975 until now)
M arian  S erejsk i (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970 to No. 3— 4/1975)
B o le s ła w  S k a rży ń sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1956 to No. 2/1963)
A lic ja  S ob k ow  (technical secretary from No. 1/1969 to No. 2/1971)
Irena S ta s ie w ic z -J a s iu k o w a  (chief editor from No. 3— 4/1975 until now)
Z b ign iew  S tru g a lsk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1978 until now)
B ogdan S u c h o d o lsk i (chief editor from No. 1/1956 to No. 4/1969: m.ed.com. from 

No. 1/1970 until now)
S ta n is ła w  S zp ik o w sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970 to No. 1/1972)
K a ro lin a  T argosz  (m.ed.com. from No. 1/1970; scientific secretary from No. 2/1970;

m.ed.com. from No. 3/1970 to No. 1/1972)
Jan u sz  T azb ir (m.ed.com. from No. 1—2/1978 until now)
A rm in T esk e (m.ed.com. from No. 1—2/1966 to No. 4/1967)
E u g en iu sz  T o m a szew sk i (dep. chief editor rom No. 3—4/1975 until now)
R yszard  T o rch a lsk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3/1970 to No. 2/1975)
M arek T ro szy ń sk i (technical secretary from No. 3/1979 until now)
Jad w iga  T ym iń sk a  (technical secretary from No. 3/1971 to No. 3/1977)
W aldem ar V o ise  (scientific secretary from No. 1/1956 to No. 2/1964; dep. chief editor 

from No. 3—4/1964 to No. 4/1969)
A lfred  W iś lick i (m.ed.com. from No. 4/1971 to No. 1/1972)
R yszard  W o ło szy ń sk i (m.ed.com. from No. 3— 4/1975 until now)
Z b ig n iew  W ójcik  (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1975 until now) 

|^ r H jo n ^ ^ n ^ )n ^ o to jK v ^ T z | (m.ed.com. from No. 3—4/1978 to No. 1/1980)

C H IE F  E D IT O R S , T H E IR  D E P U T IE S  A N D  S C IE N T IF IC  
S E C R E T A IR E S  IN  Y E A R S 1 9 5 6 -1 9 8 0

From left to right: first row: Bogdan Suchodolski, Kazimierz Opałek, Irena Stasiewicz- 
-Jasiukowa; second row: Eugueniusz Olszewski, Waldemar Voise; third row: Waldemar Rol
biecki, Eugeniusz Tomaszewski; fourth row: Barbara Olszewska, Jerzy Róziewicz, 'Wanda

Grębecka.


